This thesis has been laid out to first examine a series of written reflections from the winter period of 2010-11, samples that were in direct response to events and thoughts that were occurring in my work and education. Secondly, I will examine the implications of these written entries and how they directed my understanding of the art and designs I was producing. As an entry into my workflow for the reader, I have included a vehicle design case study and a generous sampling of sketches contextualized with a short summary into why they were created. Lastly, I will hypothesis as to what the future holds for me in this process and workflow.
CHAPTER II: QUESTIONS
The following is a selection of entries written during the period of November 2010 to January 2011, discussing questions and thoughts about my understanding of the design process. During this period several ideological questions surfaced in me but also solutions to the conundrum of how to maintain producing design/art outside of the academia institution. The chapter title of "questions" alludes to the fact that many times questions arose toward the end of an entry but many times these questions were far more effective at summarizing my ideas. Additionally, the questions were stated as a mechanism for continually moving forward and to perpetuate the discussions and reflections I was having. There was a time in school when an English instructor told my high school class that the only thing important about high school is that you learn how to learn. That has stuck with me for many years and I was remembered of it the other week when talking about the purpose of our art school and how it functions in an artist's life: "we explore a less tangible aspect of art (less objective)."
This idea of ethereal and objectiveness has come up in my life before. My father was an electrical engineer and with that profession brought the personality and passion for analytical reasoning. In contrast my mother's father was a farmer, truck driver, selfemployed "doer," he had a high school diploma but was mechanically adept and had the courage or lack of funding to try just about anything. These two men were the most influential people in my life. In most aspects, if not all, both men were complete opposites in life styles, jobs, and approaches and yet somehow I assert that I am the combo of both them into a living breathing, cohesion of the dichotomy they represented.
11.20.10
The following is on the read conversation from Jen Hjorth, an astrophysicist from I desire my own work, not because it is a spectacular piece of work that stimulates me visually but because I enjoy the process.
My current process includes no one justification for its actions. Each day brings new deconstructions that allow me to explore the area between objectified and ethereal.
What is the area between ethereal and rationalized?
11.24.10
The idea of objectified and ethereal is a loosely defined duality. I think there may be a connection with the book Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance 2 and the experience I had with it when I read it during the summer after my freshman year of college. This was the summer after I decided to switch from being a mechanical engineering student to an art student. Those two fields hold many connotations of being associated with one of the two sides of my duality.
Through the book Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance 3 the idea of the ethereal and art is most referred to in a metaphysical sense. This is much more specific than my context but relates to the concept that our logic is not only reduced to and deduced from scientific reasoning.
Is the notion of Zen affiliated with this ethereal experience, does meditative bliss allow for a focused connection with this no objectified being

12.06.10
It has been on the most distracting elements of my work. It has been devastating to projects and counter-productive to exploration. For I am talking about the feeling of 6 having an inferior background. Coming to school I did not know what I wanted; it was too much to assume that I was going to be shown what I wanted. At least, I had hoped that I would have been given the technical skills to explore whatever avenue I choose.
Technical skill has lacked completely in my education. I wanted to draw more fluently.
What is fluency?
• Is fluency specific to an individual?
• Does an individual become fluent in their style?
• Does style evolve to become one's own?
• Is it process of evolution that creates ownership of a style?
• When is completion? Perhaps, the work that I have been told is incomplete is that way because it has served its purpose in my case.
Has my sketching model evolved into my other work, away from pen and paper?
My sketching model is a routine of actions rather than the use of a medium. there is a sense of ownership that develops that is much more profound than when being taught, lectured or simulated. Thus returning to the last presented entry on discovering (finding) ability is a greater force than the ability to acquire knowledge. 
Tripod Vehicle
This project was initiated from the outlook of creating a four-door sedan that would fit into the production line of Porsche. I began reading a book titled Design is
How it Works 4 , focusing on brand identity and the influence design has into creating an icon for a company. Porsche was one of the examples in the book, hailed as a leader through the years with the 911 model, seen as both an icon for technical achievement and as a link to the past heritage. Though this formula worked well in the past, Porsche has experienced recent economic hardships and technological gaps that forced changes.
In the summer of 2010, Porsche Automobile Holding SE realigned its shareholdings so that Volkswagen Group AG became the majority holder. Thus, speculation arose about how Porsche would build cars that would fit into the Volkswagen lineup. For instance, cutbacks on tooling costs would most likely mean Porsche and VW would share platforms between models (a practice that could already be seen with the Porsche Cayenne and Volkswagen Toureg). Additionally, it had been hypothesized that Porsche would try to broaden its vehicle lineup and be marketed as the luxury sport class of Volkswagen (a move that some saw as blasphemy to Porsche's heritage).
At this point I began analysis of the Porsche lineup, coming to the conclusion that the company was currently doing well with their SUV Cayenne. Their full-size sedan, the Panamera (designed to compete with high-end Mercedes-Benzes) had love it or hate it appeal and was seen as an entry point into possible alterations. Another category that I found lacking was the entry-level sports sedan, something that BMW, Mercedes and Audi all had. Additionally, missing was the lack of environmentally conscious technologies which many manufactures have been exploring for years. Without endeavors into such technologies, Porsche was growing archaic (a stigma that was in stark contrast to the image portrayed by the company for decades as it has explored advanced technologies in engine development, active suspension and electronic aids).
Beginning the process and project took on the form of reading publications dealing with the financial status of the company while also exploring technologies available in Porsche and also Volkswagen. Research culminated in traditional notes, but most importantly for me, sketching. Sketches done at this point were still very early on in the examination of my process and the sketches took on a static look. From one aspect the sketches were very rigid and technical in nature, planning packaging layouts and matching proportions to existing models ( fig. 1 ). As sketching continued, I began to gravitate toward a design that was quite subtle in terms of a design language, pulling many cues from the already existing Porsche models and incorporating them into a midsized sports sedan. At which point I then turned to the computer to finish the design and refinement of the vehicle.
It should be noted that in this stage of the design, it was merely cosmetics I was concerned with. After reading many publications dealing with the current status of transportation energy sources, there is no clear answer on how to curb dependence on petroleum and environment effects. As such an answer was not becoming clearly defined; I chose to align this stage of design with the current layout of production vehicles. A layout that can accommodate a variety of propulsion systems, including the hybrid engine that I personally feel will be a pivotal transitional configuration. This idea of creating a layout that could be used across a variety of propulsion systems was an idea I returned to later in the design process. 2 ). This had it benefits in that the design could be well integrated into the production line of Porsche but also had the disadvantages of being too commonplace to not draw the attention it deserved. The normality of the design began to create disillusion in myself, to the point that I began an entire redesign to give the vehicle the emphasis it deserved. A redesign began to take place in the computer but as the form had already been defined there was far too little freedom to give me the creativity needed to redesign as I saw fit. At this point, I turned back to sketching and form development within newly defined parameters.
During this stage of redesign and sketching, the first demonstrations of the thoughts being generated during the period of journaling and free sketching can be seen.
As the form was sketched and massaged on paper, I kept a loose focus with the direction as I wondered on paper, problems were being found, explored and resolved. Many times 
Conclusions
Looking back at the two projects, I cannot say that one design is anymore successful than the other as both projects fulfill different functions. What I can say is that the Pod Vehicle was much more satisfying to design as a designer/artist. I feel that the satisfaction does not come from the final product but from the process that brought me to it. In the Pod Vehicle I allowed myself to explore and learn, creating knowledge that could be integrated into not only this single project but into future ones also. As a selfproclaimed life learner, I am proud to dedicate my art/design to process centered exploration rather than production. An alignment that I feel in the end will produce far superior results and satisfaction.
CHAPTER V: EXAMPLES
The following is a sample of sketches to come from the ideas presented in the writing samples presented during this period that reflect the shift in ideology. The figures are ordered in loose groupings based on subject matter and topics, dates became irrelevant as many of the ideas ran congruently through the same period.
Small Sketchbook ( fig. 7-18) A large wall is created many times by me when thinking about creating sketches for others. To help reinvent this process, I purchased a small sketchbook that I began to simply think of as paper that was to be seen only by myself. The only foresight I had for this sketchbook was to fill it and with whatever content appeared good or bad. Continual movement is far greater than stagnation. The book became a place for not only sketch experimentation but also experimentation with text and the use of color in an effort to incorporate markers. As I began a new project for the design of a vehicle to answer many of the questions that were arising as I read the book Transportation in a Climate-Constrained World 6 , I immediately began to sketch ideas and forms that could help solve many of the problems that I was identifying with the current state of transportation. The sketching for this project took on the unique form of being created on computer paper that was gathered from the Studio Arts computer labs. In most cases the computer paper was left lying around the printers to be picked up by the janitorial staff. Many times the paper was a misprint or trial that was no longer needed, from my perspective it offered the perfect resource for me to put down ideas in an unassuming way. I was designing on other people's discarded work. Underlying all of this thought and examination, I believe that I have found a mechanism and flow that will propel me to continue making work after I leave the rigors of student academia. Before I ever came into school I was sketching, perhaps then with little understanding as to why I was doing it but nevertheless I was sketching and I will leave school with a better understanding of my sketches but most importantly continuing to do so in a more critical way.
